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Sulfonated poly(aryl ether ether nitrile)s - sPAEEN are promising 

materials for reducing the methanol permeation from anode to 

cathode due to the strong polar interchain interactions caused by 

the nitrile functional groups. This feature allows the preparation of 

membranes with high proton conductivities and low crossover of 

methanol and water.  

Despite similar specific conductivities and lower thickness of the 

hydrocarbon membranes compared to Nafion 115, HC-MEAs 

prepared by a classic hot-pressing step show 40-70 % higher 

values for the cell resistances compared to Nafion 115 based 

MEAs. Therefore the MEA preparation procedure was changed to 

reduce losses due to poor lamination between the Nafion-based 

GDE and the hydrocarbon membrane.  

The impact of the type of sPAEEN membrane and the MEA 

preparation together with the cell performance data will be 

compared with state-of-the art Nafion-based cells and discussed in 

terms of consequences for the operating conditions for a DMFC 

system. 

 

Introduction 

 

Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) are promising energy converters for portable 

applications. In contrast to polymer electrolyte fuel cells utilizing H2/air as reactants the 

research for DMFCs does not only target the increase of the electrochemical performance 

but also the decrease of the methanol permeation. Due to methanol permeation the 

faradaic efficiency (= fuel utilization) of state-of-the-art direct methanol fuel cells based 

on Nafion membranes amounts to only 50- 70 % under relevant operating conditions [1]. 

In addition the permeation of methanol leads to a mixed potential on the cathode side 

which decreases the performance of the DMFC [2, 3]. Reducing this methanol 

permeation is one of the key issues for improving the DMFC. One of the approaches is to 

replace the currently used Nafion membrane by alternative membrane materials. Among 

the large variety of alternative membrane materials, sulfonated poly(aryl ether ether 

nitrile)s – sPAEENs are promising because of the strong polar interchain interactions 

caused by the nitrile functional groups [4- 6]. This feature allows the preparation of 

highly sulfonated materials that exhibit moderate swelling properties. Thus, high proton 

conductivity can be combined with low crossover of methanol and water [6, 7]. 



The first examinations of these sPAEEN membranes shown in the literature stated that 

the electrochemical performance exceeds the performance of Nafion 115 when being 

applied in a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) in a DMFC under optimized 

conditions [5, 8]. At the moment the sPAEEN membranes are often assembled with 

Nafion based gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs). The performance of such MEAs often 

decreases as a result of incompatibilities between the membrane and the GDE. Due to a 

poor interface connection between the membrane and the GDE, the MEA resistance can 

increase strongly, independent of the bulk resistance of the membrane itself. The 

assembling process of the sPAEEN membrane and the Nafion-based GDEs has a direct 

influence on the interface between the components and therefore directly impacts the 

performance of the MEA [9- 12]. Therefore, finding a suitable assembling process to 

reduce performance losses due to the interface plays an important role by replacing 

Nafion by sPAEEN-membranes. 

In this paper the utilization of sPAEEN membranes in MEAs in a DMFC system is 

discussed regarding the methanol utilization, the water management and the cathode air 

flow management of the whole DMFC system. Different assembling methods were 

investigated regarding their influence on the MEA performance. It will be shown that 

some assembling parameters have a large influence on the interface between the sPAEEN 

membrane and the Nafion-based GDE and therefore affect the MEA performance. 

 

Experimental 

Membrane Characterization 

Water Uptake To measure the water uptake of the deployed membranes, the 

membranes were dried at 60 °C for 6 h under vacuum condition. After the drying step the 

membranes were inserted into deionized water at 80 °C for 3 h. Following the heating 

step the water was cooled down to RT, where the membranes remained for 24 h. The 

water uptake was obtained by measuring the samples weight before and after being 

inserted into the water.  

 

Proton Conductivity The proton conductivity of the sPAEEN membranes was 

determined by means of an in-plane four-point technique in a custom-designed test rig. 

During the measurements the relative humidity in the measurement chamber was 

φ = 100 %. The specific conductivity was calculated by equation 1, where d is the 

membranes thickness, l the distance between the inner electrodes and b the width of the 

membrane. The resistance R was obtained from AC impedance spectroscopy over a 

frequency range of 500 Hz to 65 kHz with an amplitude of 20 mV. For the calculation of 

the specific conductivity the thickness of the dry membrane was taken. 
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Membrane-properties 

 In this paper two sPAEEN membranes with different structures are going to be 

investigated. Their structure is described in [5]. The utilized membranes are presented in 

table I. 

Table I shows that the proton conductivity of the sPAEEN membranes is lower than the 

proton conductivity of Nafion 115. Therefore the membranes were fabricated very thin to 

reduce ohmic losses during the cell operation. Table I shows as well that the water uptake 



of the sPAEEN membranes is reduced compared to the Nafion 115 membrane. This 

should lead to a decreased methanol and water permeation through the membrane. 

 

 
TABLE I: Membrane properties 

 
Type Degree of 

sulfonation 
[n/(n+m)] 

IEC calc. 

[meq/g] 

 

Thickness 

[µm] 

Proton 

Conductivity
a
 

[mS/cm] 

Water 

Uptake
b
 

[%] 

Nafion 115 n.a 0.89 127 152 38 

HQ-sPAEEN 53 1.84 39 99 31 

m-sPAEEN 57 1.80 40 101 30 
a 
Proton conductivity measured at 70 °C 

b
 Water uptake: WU = (mwet-mdry)/mdry 

  

MEA-preparation and Testing 

The different membranes were assembled with an anode and a cathode GDE. The 

GDEs were prepared in house by knife coating. The anode GDEs were prepared with an 

alloy of PtRu/C (47 mass-% Pt, 23 mass-% Ru and 30 mass-% C) from Johnson Matthey 

on a carbon fleece without microlayer H2315-I6 from Freudenberg, while the cathode 

GDEs were prepared on a carbon fleece with microlayer H2315-C4 from Freudenberg. 

The cathode GDEs were prepared with an alloy of Pt/C (60 mass-% Pt and 40 mass-% C) 

from Johnson Matthey. The average catalyst loading of the GDEs was 2.5 mg/cm
2
.  

The sPAEEN based MEAs were assembled without exerting pressure at room 

temperature. The membranes were in a wet state during assembling. To assemble the 

Nafion 115 based MEAs, the MEAs were hotpressed for 3 min at a temperature of 

130 °C and a pressure of 0.5 kN/cm
2
.  

For DMFC testing, the cell was heated to 60- 80 °C. The anode was fed with a 1M 

methanol/ water solution at a flow rate of 0.22 ml/(min*cm
2
). The cathode was fed with 

dry air at different flow rates. The air was fed at ambient pressure. 

 

Results 

 

Implementation of sPAEEN membran based MEAs in a DMFC system 

 It was shown, that the sPAEEN membranes exhibit properties which make them 

promising candidates for the use in a DMFC MEA. To properly judge the membranes, 

their performance within a DMFC system has to be tested. Therefore the different MEAs 

were electrochemically investigated. During this investigation the cathodic flow rate of 

the cell was varied at a constant current while measuring the voltage, the methanol 

permeation and the water in the cathodic air flow. Figures 1-3 show the typical charts for 

the measurement of Nafion 115, HQ-sPAEEN 53 and m-sPAEEN 57 based MEAs. 

Figure 1 shows the electrochemical performance of MEAs based on different membrane 

types. It is shown in the figure that the replacement of the Nafion 115 membrane with 

HQ-sPAEEN 53 leads to a voltage reduction of about 3 % in average. It was assumed 

that this voltage loss is based on an increased MEA resistance which could be shown via 

impedance measurements. The MEA resistance of the HQ-sPAEEN 53 based MEA was 

260 mΩcm2
, while the resistance of the Nafion 115 based MEA was about 250 mΩcm2

. 

Due to its low thickness the areic resistance of the HQ-sPAEEN 53 membrane is lower 

than the resistance of the Nafion 115 membrane (43 mΩ compared to 85 mΩ). Therefore 

the additional resistance leading to higher MEA resistance of the HQ-sPAEEN 53 based 



MEA has to come from the interface between the membrane and the Nafion based GDE. 

The same case occurs when applying the m-sPAEEN 57 membrane. Despite showing an 

areic membrane resistance of 40 mΩ, the m-sPAEEN 57 based MEA shows a MEA 

resistance of 240 mΩcm
2
, almost the same as the Nafion 115 based membrane. It can be 

concluded that the application of sPAEEN membranes leads to the same MEA resistances 

compared to Nafion 115 based MEAs despite the fact, that the membrane resistances are 

lower. Due to poor assembling large interface resistances appear, which lead to the high 

MEA resistances. 
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Figure 1: Electrochemical characterization of MEAs based on Nafion 115, 

HQ-sPAEEN 53 and m-sPAEEN 57 

Operating conditions: j = 100 mA/cm
2
, anodic flow rate = 0.22 ml/(min*cm

2
), 

T = 60 °C, ambient pressure 

 

In Figure 2 the methanol permeation through the different MEAs is presented. The figure 

indicates that the methanol permeation through the m-sPAEEN 57 based MEA is higher 

than the methanol permeation through the Nafion 115 based MEA. The permeation is 

about 3 % higher for low cathodic flow rates, while the permeation at high cathodic flow 

rates is comparable. By utilizing an HQ-sPAEEN 53 based MEA the methanol 

permeation can be decreased by ~10 % at same points of operation. Over the entire range 

of different cathodic flow rates, the methanol permeation is reduced for the 

HQ-sPAEEN 53 based MEA. 
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Figure 2: Methanol permeation of MEAs based on Nafion 115, HQ-sPAEEN 53 and 

m-sPAEEN 57 

Operating conditions: j = 100 mA/cm
2
, anodic flow rate = 0.22 ml/(min*cm

2
), 

T = 60 °C, ambient pressure 

 

The water permeation through the MEAs is strongly reduced by applying the sPAEEN 

membranes in the MEAs. In Figure 3, the amount of water within the cathodic air flow 

over different flow rates is shown. The blue dotted line represents the amount of water 

the air can carry when being fully saturated. The figure shows, that the amount of water 

on the cathode side strongly depends on the cathodic flow rate. For all the different 

membranes, the amount of water lessens with decreasing flow rates. The picture also 

shows that Nafion 115 based MEAs exhibit a large water permeation compared to the 

sPAEEN based MEAs. By replacing the Nafion 115 membrane by an m-sPAEEN 57 the 

water permeation can be reduced by ~10 % for high flow rates. A water reduction of 

25 % can be obtained for low cathodic flow rates. By replacing the Nafion 115 membrane 

with a HQ-sPAEEN 53 the water permeation can be lowered even more. At high cathodic 

flow rates, the water permeation can be lessened by ~20 % while it is reduced by ~40 % 

at high flow rates. Figure 3 shows as well, that the use of Nafion 115 bears the problem, 

that the cathodic air flow is saturated at flow rates under 0.025 l/(min*cm
2
). Liquid water 

occurs in the flowfield which can lead to a disturbed supply of air in the cathode flow 

field. For the m-sPAEEN 57 based MEA the cathodic flow rate can be reduced to 

0.015 l/(min*cm
2
) until the air is saturated. When using a HQ-sPAEEN 53 membrane the 

air does not reach saturation for the measured range of flow rates.  
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Figure 3: Water flux through MEAs based on Nafion 115, HQ-sPAEEN 53 and 

m-sPAEEN 57 

Operating conditions: j = 100 mA/cm
2
, anodic flow rate = 0.22 ml/(min*cm

2
), 

T = 60 °C, ambient pressure 

 

In Figures 1-3 it was shown, that by the application of sPAEEN membranes, key 

characteristics of the electrochemical behavior of a MEA are changed. This has direct 

influence on the temperature regulation of a DMFC system. The temperature of a DMFC 

system is dependent on several factors. The electrochemical reaction, from the power 

generation and the methanol crossover, and the current are ascribed as heat sources while 

the convection, the water evaporation and the ingoing and outgoing mass flows are taken 

as heat sinks. In a DMFC system, the temperature is directly controlled via the applied 

current and the cathodic air flow. The cathodic air flow directly controls the amount of 

water which evaporates into the air and therefore cools down the system. In Figure 4 the 

temperature management of sPAEEN based MEAs is compared to Nafion 115 based 

MEAs at a steady current. The temperature is controlled just by the cathodic air flow. In 

Figure 4 it is presented how the cell temperature of different MEAs depends on the 

cathodic air flow. In this picture the air flow is represented by λ, which is the ratio 
between the supplied air and the air needed for the electrochemical reaction. The figure 

shows that the cathodic flow rates which have to be used for the specific cell 

temperatures are lower for the Nafion 115 based MEA. This is due to the fact that the 

temperature of the cell is controlled directly by the amount of evaporating water. The 

Nafion based cell works in the range of saturated air, so modifying the air flow leads to a 

direct change of evaporating water. For the sPAEEN based cells this is not the case. Here 

the temperature can be controlled partially over the amount of saturation. Based on the 

fact that only a small amount of water is present on the cathode side, the heat sink due to 

water evaporation is insufficient to cool down the cell. So the cell has to be cooled down 

by the air as well, which leads to high cathodic flow rates. 
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Figure 4: Cell temperature management via cathodic air flow 

Operating conditions: j = 100 mA/cm
2
, anodic flow rate = 0.22 ml/(min*cm

2
), ambient 

pressure 

 

As shown in Figure 4, the application of sPAEEN membranes in MEAs has a direct 

influence on the system operation of a DMFC. Depending on the cathodic flow rates, 

shown in Figure 4, it was calculated which amount of water has to be recovered within 

the DMFC system to obtain a closed water cycle. Having a closed water cycle means that 

the amount of water within the system stays constant and only the water that is generated 

by the conversion of methanol is allowed to leave the system. An additional tank for 

water or the use of a methanol water mixture is unnecessary. Figure 5 shows that the 

amount of liquid water which has to be cycled within the DMFC system is lessened when 

applying the sPAEEN membranes in the MEA instead of Nafion 115. The cycled water 

within the system decreases by 15- 20 % for the whole range of cell temperatures.  
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Figure 5: Amount of cycled water within DMFC system 

Operating conditions: j = 100 mA/cm
2
, anodic flow rate = 0.22 ml/(min*cm

2
), cathodic 

flow rate: Figure 2, ambient pressure 



 

In Figure 2 it was shown, that the methanol permeation through the MEA could be 

reduced by replacing the Nafion 115 MEA by a HQ-sPAEEN 53. The decrease of the 

permeation leads to a direct enhancement of the methanol utilization. Figure 6 shows that 

the reduction of the methanol permeation of ~10 % leads to an increase of the methanol 

utilization of ~3 % when using the HQ-sPAEEN 53 based MEA compared with the 

Nafion 115 based MEA. Replacing the Nafion 115 membrane by an m-sPAEEN 57 does 

not lead to a reduction of the methanol permeation through the MEA. Depending on the 

cell temperature, the methanol permeation is even worse, as Figure 6 indicates. At low 

cell temperatures the methanol utilization of the m-sPAEEN 57 based MEA is lower than 

the utilization of the Nafion 115 based MEA. Therefore the utilization of m-sPAEEN 57 

as a membrane doesn’t lead to an improvement in the methanol utilization for the DMFC 
system. 
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Figure 6: Methanol utilization of sPAEEN based cells 

Operating conditions: j = 100 mA/cm
2
, anodic flow rate = 0.22 ml/(min*cm

2
); cathodic 

flow rate: Figure 2; ambient pressure 

 

It was shown that the use of sPAEEN membranes instead of Nafion 115 as membrane in 

MEAs for a DMFC application leads to promising results regarding their performance 

within the DMFC system. The water permeation through the MEA could be decreased 

strongly, which leads to a lower amount of cycled water to obtain a closed water cycle. In 

addition, the use of HQ-sPAEEN 53 leads to decreased methanol permeation which 

results in a higher methanol utilization. In the measurements it was also shown that the 

sPAEEN based MEAs, which were assembled without exerting pressure exhibit a lower 

electrochemical performance compared to Nafion 115 based MEAs. 

 

Hot-pressing of sPAEEN based MEAs 

 

 One of the key challenges for the implementation of the sPAEEN membranes is 

to find an assembling procedure for the MEA preparation which leads to a good 

connection between the membrane and the Nafion based GDE and therefore leads to a 

reduced MEA resistance because of low interface resistances. To enhance the 

electrochemical performance of the sPAEEN based MEAs, different hot-pressing 



temperatures were investigated. The influence of the different hot-pressing temperatures 

on the electrochemical performance of the MEA is visualized in Figure 7. The figure 

shows that a pressing step at room temperature leads to an improved MEA performance 

compared to an unpressed MEA. This applies for HQ-sPAEEN 53 and m-sPAEEN 57. If 

the hot-pressing temperature is heightened up to a temperature of 100 °C no visible 

improvement of the electrochemical performance occurs. After the hot-pressing 

temperature exceeds ~100 °C the MEA performance of the m-sPAEEN 57 based MEA 

drops. A voltage drop of ~25 mV at j = 100 mA/cm
2
 and a drop of ~50 mV/cm

2
 at 

j = 300 mA/cm
2
 is visible. If the hot pressing temperature is raised even more no further 

reduction of the voltage appears.  

The negative influence of high pressing temperatures on the HQ-sPAEEN 53 based MEA 

is visible after the temperature exceeds 130 °C. When the pressing temperature is 

increased from 130 °C to 170 °C a voltage drop of 30 mV for j = 100 mA/cm
2
 and a drop 

of 50 mV for j = 300 mA/cm
2
 occurs. So for the two types of sPAEEN membranes the 

voltage loss is comparable, but depends on different pressing temperatures. 
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Figure 7: Influence of Pressing Temperature on electrochemical performance of 

sPAEEN based MEAs 

Operating conditions: j = 100 mA/cm
2
, anodic flow rate = 0.22 ml/(min*cm

2
), cathodic 

flow rate = 36 ml/(min*cm
2
), T = 70 °C, ambient pressure 

 

To find the cause of the voltage loss, the assembled MEAs were investigated via 

impedance spectroscopy. In Figure 8, the results for the impedance spectroscopy 

measurement are presented. The figure shows that the membrane resistance and the 

proton resistance of the GDE reduce slightly when the MEA is pressed. The decrease of 

the membrane resistance and the proton resistance directly reflect the increase of the 

electrochemical performance of the MEAs because of pressurized assembling, see 

figure 7. Figure 8 shows as well, that the membrane resistance and the proton resistance 

of the m-sPAEEN 57 based MEA increases after the pressing temperature exceeds 

~100 °C. This correlates well with the data of the electrochemical performance. The 

membrane resistance and the proton resistance of the HQ-sPAEEN 53 based MEA 

correlate with the electrochemical performance as well. High pressing temperatures, over 

130 °C, lead to a strong gain of the membrane resistance and the proton resistance and 

therefore to the reduction of the electrochemical performance of the MEA.  
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Figure 8: Membrane resistance and GDE proton resistance of sPAEEN based MEAs 

Operating conditions: j = 100 mA/cm
2
, anodic flow rate = 0.22 ml/(min*cm

2
); cathodic 

flow rate = 36 ml/(min*cm
2
), T = 70 °C, ambient pressure;  

Impedance measurement: F = 0.25 Hz – 50 kHz; U = 0.01 V (AC) 

 

The figures show that high pressing temperatures are disadvantageous for the preparation 

of sPAEEN based MEAs. Due to the temperatures and the drying out, the membrane 

resistance and the proton resistance of the GDE increases, which leads to a decrease of 

the electrochemical performance. Nevertheless a pressurized MEA assembling at low 

temperatures is advantageous. The membrane resistance and the proton resistance of the 

GDE can be reduced which leads to an enhanced electrochemical performance. 

  

Conclusion 

In this paper two different types of sulfonated poly(aryl ether ether 

nitrile)s - sPAEEN membranes were discussed regarding their suitability for a DMFC 

system. It was shown, that by applying the membranes in an MEA without any optimized 

assembling step, the electrochemical performance is lowered by about ~3 % compared to 

a Nafion 115 based MEA. But the implementation of the sPAEEN membranes leads to a 

decrease in methanol permeation, resulting in higher methanol utilization. In addition, the 

amount of water permeating through the MEA is reduced, which results in a lower 

amount of water which has to be cycled within the DMFC system to obtain a closed 

water cycle. In terms of optimizing the assembling procedure different hot-pressing steps 

were discussed. It could be shown that a pressurized assembling leads to enhanced 

electrochemical performances of the MEAs. The MEA assembling at high hot-pressing 

temperatures leads to lower electrochemical performances because of higher membrane 

resistances and higher GDE proton resistances compared to a MEA assembling at low 

temperatures. 
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